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Designed by watermen and ocean lifeguards for watermen and ocean lifeguards. Our
Waterman/Lifeguard boardshorts sport clever key features that offer superior fit and unmatched
comfort in the waterman industry. Original Watermen uses only the highest tech performance
fabrics with all Waterman and Lifeguard clothing products...

Original Watermen promotes the newest 21st century fabric technology and take great pride in
developing cutting edge fabrics and garments that are completely comfortable even after a 15 hour
day in the surf, on the sand or in the tower. Our quick-drying lifeguard and waterman shorts are
always cut from the finest clothâ€¦. Ultra Light- weight fabrics that feel like cotton and wear like iron!
All watersport shorts and uniform shorts are color fast, chlorine and sun resistant and last, almost
forever.

Comfort and a perfect fit are key to performance in and out of the ocean. Waterman lifeguard
boardshorts always perfect and are comfortable for days of constant use and abuse. All Original
Waterman boardshorts are super quick drying and made from a durable combination of multifaceted
fabrics, where often times, our customerâ€™s comment that they feel like they arenâ€™t wearing shorts. Our
goal is to keep the average surfer and the most hardcore watermen comfortable and coming back to
tell their latest tale. The waterman design team spends time and money on boardshort detailing. 
Must have tools of the trade specific to the lifeguard and/or waterman industry include oversize
sized pockets that can actually fit a wallet, wax or an ipod.  The legendary lifeguard cargo pocket is
large enough to fit a lifeguard radio or a CPR mask.
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Original Watermen - About Author:
This Article is written by Original a watermen where you can shop the a waterman products like
lifeguard suits for Men and Women's, boardshorts, swimwear, lifeguard shorts & uniforms and us
coast guard apparel that stays comfortable while standing up to the abuse of the most demanding
situations the water brings. For details visit http://www.originalwatermen.com/
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